ALCOHOL & DRUG POLICY COUNCIL (ADPC)
Criminal Justice Sub-Committee
Meeting of April 9, 2018
Court Support Services Division
PRESENT: Dr. Kathleen Maurer, Barbara Lanza, Katie Farrell, Bryan Habif, Rebecca Allen, Tim Shaw, Jenifer Yarsawich, Loel Meckel, and Inés Eaton

Topic
Introduction and Review of Minutes

Discussion

Action

Develop Subcommittee
Recommendations

The group reviewed all ideas suggested to date. The discussion centered around:
• Distribution of Narcan at discharge from DOC (CSSD has protocols in place
through their community based providers)
• Continued expansion of MAT in DOC facilities
• Police assisted diversion and police referral for SA services

A small group will meet in between
meetings to draft protocols and
procedures for the 3 identified
recommendations.

Minutes from the 3/12/18 meeting were reviewed.

These recommendations come with a fiscal note which the current funding may
not be able to support. Instead, the recommendations may be the development of
a plan with protocols and procedures in order to be prepared should funding
become available. Dr. Maurer will draft the recommendation for expansion of
MAT and distribution of Narcan and explore the feasibility of funding it through a
variety of funding sources. Loel will draft the recommendation for expansion
police assisted diversion and police referral for SA services and use. The report
submitted to the Legislature on police referral programs will be the foundation for
that recommendation.

Justice System Inventory of Services The inventory is not complete yet. No further discussion due to insufficient time.

Participant Updates

There is a bill to expand MAT across corrections. Additional information will become
available after the budget blueprint is released.
Adult probation and parole are working on sharing data electronically.

Plans for Next Meeting

Recovery Coaches Training will be held in June for those in addiction services.
• Discussion around alcohol as a primary substance of choice.
• Review the protocol/procedures of the 3 sub-committee recommendations.
• Presentation by Brian Austin on the Early Intervention pilots.

Approved

CSSD, DOC, and State Attorney’
Office will provide their inventory by
the next meeting for sub-committee
discussion.

Topic
Running Recommendations

Discussion

The following list includes different ideas brought up the sub-committee members
throughout different meetings.
• Link data between systems to analyze outcomes
• Implement pre-arrest diversion
• Review service array to analyze duplication
• Share discharge/treatment information from DOC to community providers for a
seamless transition and avoid duplication
• Opioid Fatality Review Task Force to inform state policy regarding opioids
• AIC and/or mobile crisis can be resources to assess and evaluate level of care
• Use civil citations which require engagement in services
• Require question on veteran status for access to veteran services
• Use of peer support at different points of justice system
• Expand MAT into CT’s correctional system
• Make suboxone induction available in CT hospitals
• Increase access to suboxone and MAT in the community (lack of community
resources may limit expansion of MAT in corrections)
• Explore transportation challenges to treatment services

Monday, May 14, 2018, 9-10:30 am at CSSD
Next Sub-Committee Meeting
Next scheduled meeting of the ADPC Tuesday, April 17, 2018, 10 am location TBD
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